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1 Introdu tion
A random graph G(n; p) is a graph on n labeled verti es, in whi h every pair of verti es is hosen
to be an edge of G randomly and independently with probability p. In parti ular, when p = 1=2,
we get a probability spa e where all labeled graphs on n verti es are equiprobable, thus making this
ase espe ially interesting for study. A subje t of the theory of random graph is the investigation of
the asymptoti behavior of various graph invariants. We say that a graph property A holds almost
surely (a.s.) if the probability that G(n; p) has A tends to one as n tends to in nity.
One of the most important parameters of a random graph G(n; p) is its hromati number, whi h
we denote by (G(n; p)). The problem of determining the asymptoti behavior of (G(n; p)) was one
of the major open problems in the theory of random graphs. Trivially (G)  jV (G)j= (G), where
(G) denotes the size of the largest independent set in G. It has been known for a long time that
(G(n; 1=2))  2 log n a.s. (all logarithms in this paper are in base two) and therefore (G(n; 1=2)) 
n=2 log n. Grimmett and M Diarmid [6℄ and Bollobas and Erd}os [4℄ proved that a naturally de ned
greedy algorithm uses almost surely at most (1 + 5 log log n= log n)n= log n olors to olor G(n; 1=2).
(See also [2℄, Ch. 11.3.) Finally, Bollobas proved in [3℄ that the above mentioned lower bound on
(G(n; 1=2)) gives its true asymptoti behavior, thus solving ompletely this important question.
His proof uses martingales and an be translated into an n(log n) -time algorithm.
However, no polynomial time algorithm is known to olor the random graph G(n; 1=2) in at most
n=(1 + ) log n olors for any xed  > 0. Moreover, even the question of nding in polynomial time
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an independent set of size (1 + ) log n is open. This problem was posed more than twenty years
ago by Karp [7℄. Despite the e orts of various resear hers (see, e.g., [10℄, [8℄), no real progress on
this question has been a hieved so far. It is only known that the greedy algorithm, onstru ting an
independent set by looking at the verti es of G(n; 1=2) in some xed order and adding a vertex to
the urrent independent set whenever possible, outputs almost surely an independent set of size at
least log n log log n and at most log n + ! (n) for any fun tion ! (n) ! 1 (see [6℄,[10℄). Jerrum
onje tures in [8℄ that there is no polynomial time algorithm that with probability greater than 1/2
nds an independent set of size (1 + ) log n. A thorough dis ussion of this problem as well as of
other algorithmi aspe ts of the theory of random graphs an be found in a survey paper of Frieze
and M Diarmid [5℄.
In this paper we des ribe a new graph oloring algorithm, whi h in orporates the greedy pro edure
with some additional ideas. The analysis of this algorithm yields the following theorem.
Theorem 1 For any
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O(n6 2 +1 ).

We make no attempt to estimate pre isely or to optimize the time omplexity of our algorithm.
p
The size of the average olor lass found by our algorithm is log n + log n, thus giving a (slight)
improvement over the performan e of the greedy algorithm.

2 The algorithm
Our algorithm is a mixture of the standard greedy pro edure and the "expose-and-merge" te hnique
introdu ed by Matula [9℄. At ea h iteration of the algorithm we try to nd an independent set of
p
size log n + log n in the subgraph of G spanned by yet un olored verti es. While nding it, we
he k a relatively small number of pairs of verti es. Then at the following iterations we "forget" the
already exposed part of G (by ipping a fair oin for ea h pair we have seen) and treat the remaining
subgraph as truly random. The resulting independent sets an a tually ontain some already exposed
edges of G, but this will happen rarely.
Algorithm
Input:

A random graph G = (V; E ) 2 G(n; 1=2).

p

p

U := V ; F := ;; E0 = ;; k = dlog n + log ne + 1; k1 = dlog n 2 log ne;
(U is the set of yet un olored verti es; F is the set of exposed pairs of verti es; E0  F is the set of
exposed edges of G.)
2

Choose a random permutation  of U ; let U1 be the set of the rst dU=2e verti es of U
a ording to  and let U2 = U n U1 .
2
2. For ea h pair of verti es u; v in F \ [U ℄ , add/remove the edge (u; v ) to/from G randomly and
independently with probability 1/2, where [U ℄2 denotes the set of all pairs of distin t elements of U ..
3. Run the greedy algorithm on G[U1 ℄: onstru t an independent set by looking at the verti es
of U1 in the order de ned by  and add a vertex to the urrent independent set I whenever possible.
As soon as jI j = k1 stop, otherwise FAIL.
p
2 log n or
4. Let V0 be the set of all verti es of U2 , having no neighbors in I . If jV0 j > 2
p
jV0j < 21:9 log n FAIL.
5. Choose randomly an independent set J from all independent sets of G[V0℄ of size k
k1; if
there is no su h set FAIL.
6. Denote R = I [ J . Che k if there exists an edge from E0 with both endpoints in R. If yes,
olor ea h vertex of R by a distin t fresh olor, otherwise olor all verti es of R by the same fresh
olor.
3
2
7. U := U n R, F := F [ [V0 ℄ ; E0 := E0 [ E (G[V0 n J ℄). If jU j  n= log n return to 1.
8. Color the verti es of the remaining set U by distin t fresh olors.
Output: A oloring of G.
1.

The analysis of the above algorithm uses the following laims.

G(n; 1=2) ontains an independent set of size at least 2 log n 3 log log n
with probability at least 1
exp( n2 = log9 n).
Claim 2.1 A random graph

Proof.

2

See, e.g., Theorem 3.2 of Chapter 7 of [1℄.

plog n with probability at least 1
log n

G(n; 1=2) produ
1=n2.

Claim 2.2 The greedy algorithm applied to

es an independent set of size at least

An independent set I output by the greedy algorithm is maximal under in lusion, that is,
every vertex outside I has a neighbor in I . The probability of the existen e in G(n; 1=2) of a maximal
plog n is at most
(under in lusion) independent set of size less than s = log n
Proof.
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Note that at Step 2 we ip a fair oin for every pair of verti es of G that we have already
exposed. This ensures that after having performed this step, the subgraph of G spanned by yet
un olored verti es an be treated as a truly random graph.
3

By Claim 2.2 and as  1, the probability of ever failing at Step 3 is at most n  (log3 n=n)2 = o(1).
Turning to Step 4, we observe that the number of non-neighbors of I in U2 is binomially distributed
with parameters jU2j and (1=2)jI j, where n=2 log3 n  jU2j  n=2. Using standard Cherno -type
bounds on the tails of a binomial random variable (see, e.g., [1℄, Appendix A), it an be easily shown
that the probability of ever failing at Step 4 is o(1). By Claim 2.1, the probability of failure at Step
5 is also o(1). Hen e our algorithm su eeds almost surely.
Now we estimate the number of olors used by the algorithm. We all an iteration of the algorithm
bad if at Step 6 every vertex of R is olored by a distin t olor. Let X be the number of bad
iterations. Then the total number of olors used is at most n=k + kX + n= log3 n. At ea h iteration
E0 pontains edges spanned by di erent sets V0, onstru ted at Step 4. Sin e ea h V0 has size at most
0 05 
22 log n < n0:05, the number of edges in E0 is at most n  n 2 < n1:1 . Also, the size of U is at least
n= log3 n. A ru ial observation here is that due to Steps 1,2 and 5 of the algorithm every k-subset
of U is equally likely to be ome the independent set R formed at Step 6. Note that ea h edge of

E0 is in at most jUk j 22 k-tuples of verti es of U . Therefore the probability that a randomly hosen
k-subset of U ontains an edge of E0 , that is, the probability that the orresponding iteration is bad,
is at most
jU j 2jE0j k2jE j
1
0
k 2
jU j  jU j2  n0:8 :
:

k

Hen e the expe tation of X is less than n  n 0:8 = n0:2 , and by Markov's inequality we get that
almost surely X < n0:3. Thus the total number of olors used by the algorithm is a.s. at most

n
n
+ kn0:3 + 3
k
log n

 k n 1  log n +n plog n :

To omplete the analysis of the algorithm, we need to estimate its omplexity. It is easy to
see that the most time- onsuming partis Step 5, whi h an be done by an exhaustive sear h over

2
all (k k0)-subsets of V0 and takes O k2 kjV0kj0  O(n6 ) units of time at ea h iteration. This
ompletes the proof of Theorem 1.
2

3 Con luding remarks
The above algorithm an be easily adapted for oloring a random graph G(n; p) for any xed
value of p. It will olor G(n; p) almost surely in at most log(1=(1 p)) log n+ nplog n olors for any
positive onstant .
2. Let f (k ) denote the expe ted number of independent sets of size k in G(n; 1=2). It is immediate

that f (k) = nk 2 (2 ). Using the se ond moment method it an be proven that this random variable
is on entrated around its expe tation (see. e.g. [2℄, Ch. 11), thus the number of independent sets of
size k in G(n; 1=2) is almost surely (1 + o(1))f (k). A simple al ulation shows that the fun tion f (k)
attains its maximum at k0 = log n (1+ o(1)) log log n, therefore the independent sets of this size are
1.

k

4

the most frequent ones in G(n; 1=2). This observation an serve as an explanation of the performan e
of the greedy algorithm, whi h olors the random graph using independent sets of the most popular
p
size. Also, if k = log n + log n, then the ratio f (k)=f (k0) is at least one over a polynomial in n.
Thus our algorithm uses independent sets of size k whi h are mu h less popular than those of size
k0 but are still not too rare. It is worth noting that the above estimate for k is the maximal for
p
whi h f (k)=f (k0) is polynomially small, as already for k = log n + ! (n) log n, with ! (n) being any
fun tion tending to in nity arbitrarily slowly, the inverse of the ratio is superpolynomial. Re all that
Karp posed the problem of nding in polynomial time an independent set of size (1 + ) log n. The
above argument indi ates that it may be substantially more diÆ ult even to nd an independent set
p
of size log n + ! (n) log n for any ! (n) ! 1. Some support to this paradigm is given by the paper
2
of Jerrum [8℄, who shows (impli itly) that the Metropolis algorithm may require at least n (! (n))
p
steps to rea h an independent set of size log n + ! (n) log n.
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